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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

carlsoo, 800 
demmett@douglasemmett.com 
Center for Climate Integrity 
Sunday, June 23, 2019 7: 19:03 AM 

Hope all is well. I'm just back from a crazy couple of weeks traveling for work and finally 

settling into the summer. 

I'm writing because folks from the Center for Climate Integrity, including Rick Reed (who I 

think is technically with the Rockefeller Family Fund) have said they've been in touch with you 

and are coming to LA and would love to meet with you. I just thought I'd let you know that 

I've been following their work, largely through an event I participated in in Honolulu about 

nuisance litigation against the oil industry, and think really highly of what they're doing. They 

helped organize the event and their chief lawyer, Alyssa Joh I, spoke at it. What was most 

impressive to me about what they're doing is that they're focused on sophisticated 

communications efforts to make the public and public officials aware of the oil industry's 

campaign to deceive the public about climate change. The communications strategies are 

designed to support the litigation efforts and I was struck by their sophistication and 

persuasiveness. 

If you're interested in more information or if you'd like to meet with them and want me to 

come along I'd be happy to. Apparently they're suggesting July 15 or 16? And if not, that's all 

good too! Just offering to help if you'd find it of assistance. 

Give my best to Rae! 

Ann Carlson 

Shirley Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law 

Faculty Co-Director, Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment 

UCLA School of Law 

(310) 206-9496 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Welcome home. 

Dao Emmett 
Carlson, Ann 
Re: Center for Climate Integrity 
Monday, June 24, 2019 3:27:53 PM 
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I am aware of the group and Reed. I have not been an active supporter. If you think their work 
is great and that we can or should be working with them let me know. I am glad to meet with 
them and you when they are out here if you think appropriate. 
Dan 

Dan A. Emmett 
c/o Douglas Emmett Management, LLC 
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 1000 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(T) 310.255.7725 

demmett@douglasemmett,com 
www.douglasemmett.com 

On Sun, Jun 23, 2019 at 7:19 AM Carlson, Ann <carlson@law.ucla.edu> wrote: 
Hi Dan, 

Hope all is well. I'm just back from a crazy couple of weeks traveling for work and finally 

settling into the summer. 

I I•m writing because folks from the Center for Climate Integrity, including Rick Reed (who I 

think is technically with the Rockefeller Family Fund) have said they've been in touch with 

you and are coming to LA and would love to meet with you. I just thought I'd let you know 

that I've been following their work, largely through an event I participated in in Honolulu 

about nuisance litigation against the oil industry, and think really highly of what they're 

doing. They helped organize the event and their chief lawyer, Alyssa Johl, spoke at it. What 

was most impressive to me about what they're doing is that they're focused on 

sophisticated communications efforts to make the public and public officials aware of the oil 

industry's campaign to deceive the public about climate change. The communications 

strategies are designed to support the litigation efforts and I was struck by their 

sophistication and persuasiveness. 

If you're interested in more information or if you'd like to meet with them and want me to 

come along I'd be happy to. Apparently they're suggesting July 15 or 16? And if not, that's 

all good too! Just offering to help if you'd find it of assistance. 

Give my best to Rae! 
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From: 
To: 

carlsop. App 
Dan Emmett 

Subject: Re: Center for Climate Integrity 

Monday, June 24, 2019 3:35:02 PM Date: 

I think it would be interesting to meet with them if you are game. I'm impressed with what 
they're trying to accomplish, which is to improve climate communication. Not a particularly 
easy thing to do but they seem sophisticated, though I admit that I've only seen a little bit of 
their work product. They have put together a very interesting cachet of documents from the oil 
companies about what they knew about climate change, when they knew it, and how they've 
engaged in their denialist campaign. 

I'm happy to come to a meeting if you would like to go forward with meeting them, though I 
obviously leave that up to you. Let me know what you think. 

On Jun 24, 2019, at 3 :27 PM, Dan Emmett <demmett@douglasemmett.com> wrote: 

Welcome home. 
I am aware of the group and Reed. I have not been an active supporter. If you 
think their work is great and that we can or should be working with them let me 
know. I am glad to meet with them and you when they are out here if you think 
appropriate. 
Dan 

Dan A. Emmett 
c/o Douglas Emmett Management, LLC 
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 1000 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(T) 310.255.7725 
demmett@douglasemmett.com 
www .douglasemmett.com 

On Sun, Jun 23, 2019 at 7:19 AM Carlson, Ann <carlson@law.ucla.edu> wrote: 

I 

Hi Dan, 

Hope all is well. I'm just back from a crazy couple of weeks traveling for work 

and finally settling into the summer. 

I'm writing because folks from the Center for Climate Integrity, including Rick 

Reed (who I think is technically with the Rockefeller Family Fund) have said 

they've been in touch with you and are coming to LA and would love to meet 

with you. I just thought I'd let you know that I've been following their work, 

largely through an event I participated in in Honolulu about nuisance litigation 

against the oil industry, and think really highly of what they're doing. They 

helped organize the event and their chief lawyer, Alyssa Joh I, spoke at it. What 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Dao Emmett 
Carlson, Ann 

Re: Center for Climate Integrity 

Monday, June 24, 2019 3:45:50 PM 
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If he is otherwise out here and available to meet at or near our office I would be happy to hear 
about his organization, with you. Do you think you may work together with them? 
Dan 

Dan A. Emmett 
c/o Douglas Emmett Management, LLC 
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 1000 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(T) 310.255.7725 
demmett@douglasemmett.com 
www.douglasemmett.com 

On Mon, Jun 24, 2019 at 3:35 PM Carlson, Ann <carlson@law.ucla.edu> wrote: 
I think it would be interesting to meet with them if you are game. I'm impressed with what 
they're trying to accomplish, which is to improve climate communication. Not a particularly 
easy thing to do but they seem sophisticated, though I admit that I've only seen a little bit of 
their work product. They have put together a very interesting cachet of documents from the 
oil companies about what they knew about climate change, when they knew it, and how 
they've engaged in their denialist campaign. 

I I'm happy to come to a meeting if you would like to go forward with meeting them, though 
I obviously leave that up to you. Let me know what you think. 

On Jun 24, 2019, at 3:27 PM, Dan Emmett <demmett@douglasemmett.com> wrote: 

Welcome home. 
I am aware of the group and Reed. I have not been an active supporter. If you 
think their work is great and that we can or should be working with them let me 
know. I am glad to meet with them and you when they are out here if you think 
appropriate. 
Dan 

Dan A. Emmett 
c/o Douglas Emmett Management, LLC 
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 1000 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(T) 310.255.7725 

demmett@douglasemmett,com 
www doug!asemmett com 

On Sun, Jun 23, 2019 at 7:19 AM Carlson, Ann <carlson@law.ucla.edu> wrote: 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

carlsoo, 800 
Dan Emmett 

Re: Center for Climate Integrity 

Monday, June 24, 2019 3:51:50 PM 

I think he's planning to be here and can meet and I'm sure would come your way. I've been 

working with them a bit -- we participated in a conference in Hawaii to try to encourage 

Hawaii to consider a nuisance lawsuit. I've also discussed them with Vic Sher and he thinks 

they're an important part of the broader effort on the lawsuits to engage the public. I think 

our involvement will continue. And as you may remember the clinic has been working on the 

nuisance cases. 

Do you want me to communicate with them to try to set up a meeting? 

Ann Carlson 

Shirley Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law 

Faculty Co-Director, Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment 

UCLA School of Law 

(310) 206-9496 

From: Dan Emmett <demmett@douglasemmett.com> 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2019 3:45:35 PM 

To: Carlson, Ann 

Subject: Re: Center for Climate Integrity 

If he is otherwise out here and available to meet at or near our office I would be happy to hear 
about his organization, with you. Do you think you may work together with them? 
Dan 

Dan A. Emmett 
c/o Douglas Emmett Management, LLC 
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 1000 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(T) 310.255.7725 
demmett@douglasemmett.com 

www douglasemmett com 

On Mon, Jun 24, 2019 at 3:35 PM Carlson, Ann <carlson@law.ucla.edu> wrote: 
I think it would be interesting to meet with them if you are game. I'm impressed with what 
they're trying to accomplish, which is to improve climate communication. Not a particularly 
easy thing to do but they seem sophisticated, though I admit that I've only seen a little bit of 
their work product. They have put together a very interesting cachet of documents from the 
oil companies about what they knew about climate change, when they knew it, and how 
they've engaged in their denialist campaign. 

I I'm happy to come to a meeting if you would like to go forward with meeting them, though 
I obviously leave that up to you. Let me know what you think. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Great! 

Ann Carlson 

carlsop. App 
Dan Emmett 

Re: Center for Climate Integrity 

Monday, June 24, 2019 3:59:01 PM 

Shirley Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law 
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Faculty Co-Director, Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment 

UCLA School of Law 

(310) 206-9496 

From: Dan Emmett <demmett@douglasemmett.com> 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2019 3:53:02 PM 

To: Carlson, Ann 

Subject: Re: Center for Climate Integrity 

Sure. Link in my assistant, Nicholette, who largely runs my calendar. 

Dan A. Emmett 
c/o Douglas Emmett Management, LLC 
1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 1000 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(T) 310.255.7725 
demmett@douglasemmett.com 
www.douglasemmett.com 

On Mon, Jun 24, 2019 at 3:51 PM Carlson, Ann <carlson@law.ucla.edu> wrote: 
I think he's planning to be here and can meet and I'm sure would come your way. I've been 

working with them a bit -- we participated in a conference in Hawaii to try to encourage 

Hawaii to consider a nuisance lawsuit. I've also discussed them with Vic Sher and he thinks 

they're an important part of the broader effort on the lawsuits to engage the public. I think 

our involvement will continue. And as you may remember the clinic has been working on 

the nuisance cases. 

Do you want me to communicate with them to try to set up a meeting? 

Ann Carlson 

Shirley Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law 

Faculty Co-Director, Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment 

UCLA School of Law 

(310) 206-9496 

From: Dan Emmett <demmett@douglasemmett.com> 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2019 3:45:35 PM 
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Hi Jordan, 

carlsoo, 800 
jkaplan@douglasemmett.com 
Horowitz, Cara 
Following up 
Wednesday, July 10, 2019 2:24:51 PM 
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Welcon1e back! I hope you had a great trip. We'd love to talk to you more about the possibility of hosting a 10th 
anniversary Eminett celebration. We could talk by phone tomorrow or Friday but it also turns out that I will be in 
your offices on Monday for a meeting with Dan and people from the Center for Climate Integrity. I could come 
early or stay a bit late if that would work better. We're also, of course, happy to talk by phone. Whatever works best 
for you. Thanks! 

Best, 

Ann 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

carlsoo, 800 
demmett@douglasemmett.com 
smog and flying 
Thursday, July 18, 2019 8:37:30 AM 
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Thanks again for meeting with the CCI/Rockefeller folks on Monday. I'm glad I got to see their 

presentation and am thinking about ways the Emmett Institute might collaborate with them. 

Thanks! 

Ann Carlson 

Shirley Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law 

Faculty Co-Director, Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment 

UCLA School of Law 

(310) 206-9496 
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Melling. Daniel 
oped 
Monday, July 29, 2019 8:55:53 PM 
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I've been working with the Center for Climate Integrity to get an oped placed about the 

nuisance litigation. I've attached it here. Would you work to try to get it accepted, starting 

with the NY Times and Wash Post (in whatever order you prefer)? Once they reject us:). let's 

talk about where to try next. 

Thanks! 

Ann Carlson 

Shirley Shapiro Professor of Environmental Law 

Faculty Co-Director, Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment 

UCLA School of Law 

(310) 206-9496 
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